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 but unfortunately it's not working to be honest. The manufacturer put a lot of effort to increase the performance of this device and the MT6580 is up to 100% compatible with other Samsung devices. the device is supported by one firmware upgrade version (1.9.0.5), which can be found on our firmware upgrade page. Thanks to the developer for sharing the file to the community. Features: MT6580
can be used with TVs, security cameras, and home automation systems MT6580 can be used for multiple VLC and DLNA profiles with one IP connection MT6580 is a platform solution that makes it easy to control VLC, DLNA, or RTP-IP cameras Onboard streaming from DLNA and VLC servers Remote control of VLC, DLNA, or RTP-IP cameras IP Control using RTP-IP protocol Call recording
IP control of lighting and curtains Power Control Streaming Media Devices support for VLC, DLNA, and UPnP IP control of VLC, DLNA, or RTP-IP cameras The MT6580 is controlled via the rtp-ip protocol. The rtp-ip protocol is used to connect devices to a smart home platform. Other popular home automation systems that can be controlled with rtp-ip are Crestron, Control4, Cambridge, Elan,

Elan+, Yonomi, Lutron, Toshiba, Zenbridge, fLum, and many more. Please refer to the rtp-ip website for a complete list. The MT6580 can be used as a samsung clone. The MT6580 functions and look are exactly the same. The MT6580 is powered by 2 AAA batteries which will provide approximately 80 minutes of life time (duration) and are included in the box. The product can be used as a
standalone device or also as a multipurpose AV receiver Official Update 1.9.0. 82157476af
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